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Title word cross-reference

$100.00 [Mau04]. $105.00 [Eis02]. $110.00 [Mit02]. $113 [Hea03]. $12.00
[Lan08]. $124.95 [Par10a]. $125 [Lup03]. $16.95 [Ell02, Man02]. $173.00
[Nor03]. $176 [Roh96]. $18.95 [Pip02]. $189 [Tan09]. $19.95 [Rue00]. 2
[Bai00]. $24.00 [Rov02]. $24.95 [Hum02]. $25.00 [Rom08]. $25.95
[Kra15, Sme03]. $26.00 [BM02]. $26.95 [Gor02]. $27.95 [Amb04]. $29.00
[vL05]. $30.00 [Wütt07]. $32 [Weg08]. $34.99 [Cha02]. $35 [Hau08, Lan02].
$35.00 [Dic02a, Esf07, vH07, Bal98]. $36.00 [Mau04]. $38.00 [Mar10]. 4
[Cal15]. $40 [Gro07]. $41.50 [Tor02]. $42.95 [Sme05]. $48 [Sup04]. $48.00
[Val02]. $49.95 [Den06]. $50 [Pea05]. $50.00 [Mul04a]. $51 [Smi02]. $54.95
[vL03]. $55 [She04]. $55.00 [Hät05]. $59.95 [Bro07, Pec04]. $60.00
[Ano02b, Sic05, dC02]. $65 [Emc04]. $65.00 [Deb03, NP12, Rue00]. $66.95
[Emc02]. $69 [Mei05]. $69.95 [Pla02]. 7/16 [Pit12]. $70.00 [Tel02]. $79.95
$88$ [Tor03]. $\S92$ [Dor03]. $\$95$ [Omn03]. $\$98$ [Fra04]. $\$99$
[Cal04, Per08a]. $\$99,00$ [Wei09]. $2$ [Hag07]. $\beta$ [Gau14]. $c = h = G = 1$
[Les14]. $\mathcal{H}$ [BMU09]. $\blacklozenge$ [Sav15]. $E = Mc^2$ [Mer11, Oha09, Oha12, Flo98]. $\epsilon$
[Bel13]. $g$ [LZ99]. $\mathcal{H}$ [Kas14a]. $\heartsuit$ [Sav15]. $n$ [Kro08]. $\neq$ [Hug17]. $\Omega$ [Gin16].
$\Psi$ [EGT16, Gao15, Kai98]. $T$ [Ash15a, Rob15b]. $U$ [Lyr04]. $x$ [Mau04].
$\frac{1}{2}$ [LZ99]. -Component [Bai00]. -congruence [Bel13]. -epistemic
[Kro08]. -theorem [BMU09, Kas14a]. -violation [Rob15b].

/Newton [Wea18].
Astronomy [DeV00, Hen97, Smi02]. astroparticle [Fal14]. astrophysics [Sun10]. Asymmetry [BU01, Eck06, FP16, HG06]. Asymptotic [Bat97, Red04, Fri18, Sch10a]. Atmanspacher [Hal02, Sup04]. atmospheric [And08]. atmospheric [Gra10, Hey10a, Hey10b]. atom [Het95]. Atomic [Lan02, OR00]. Atoms [Nor06, Cer98, dC02]. attempted [Lav05]. attractors [Lar07]. August [Ano07e, Ano07e]. Austin [Bis04]. Author [Ano96b, Ano01b, Smi03a, Ano02a, Ano03a, Ano04a, Ano05g, Ano06e, Ano07f, Nor13]. automation [Svo98]. automorphisms [Sch18]. autonomy [Wil15]. Avoiding [Gin16]. away [AER02, Blu17]. axiomatic [BR08, Fra11, GGPP11]. Axiomatization [Cor04, Bek06, Ver16]. axioms [Dar15b].
Boca [Kra15]. Bodies [Rue00, Cas98]. body [Tap17]. Bohm
[Dic96, AG18, Hol93, Hol95, Koz18, Mat07, Sut08]. Bohmian
[Cal07, Fei14, Jae00, Mar06, MN08, Sol13, Vas15]. Bohr
[La98, Tan09, CS15, De 14, Dör05b, Dot08, Fol95, Het95, Lan06,
Per06, Per13, Plo06, Tan04, Zin16]. Bokulich [BJ10]. Boltzmann
[BMU09, Cer98, Lav05, dC02]. Boltzmannian [Wer13, WF15]. Bomb
[Lan02, OR00, Wal95]. Book
[Am04, Ano98a, Ano98b, Ano98c, Ano98d, Ano98e, Ano98f, Ano98g,
Ano98h, Ano98i, Ano99a, Ano99b, Ano99c, Ano99d, Ano99e, Ano99f,
Ano99g, Ano99h, Ano99i, Ano99j, Ano99k, Ano99m, Ano99n, Ano99o,
Ano00a, Ano02b, Bek06, BJ10, BM02, Bok10, Bro96, Bro02a, Bro06, Bro07,
Bus09, Cal04, Cha02, Cor02, Deb03, Del01, Den96, Dic96, Dic02a, Dor03,
Duo03a, Eis02, Ell02, Emc02, Emc04, Es07, Fra04, Fre09b, Gie11,
Gor02, Gro07, Hal02, Har02a, Hät05, Hau02, Hau08, Hea03, Hea14, Hil97,
Hol02, Hum02, Kra02a, Kra06a, Kra15, Lan02, Lan08, Lan09a, Lar08b,
Lav12, Lup03, Mac07, Man02, Mar10, Mas07, Mau04, Mei05, Mit02, Mor05,
Mul04a, Myr08, Nor03, NP12, Omn03, Par10a, Pea05, Pec04, Per08a, Pip02].
Book [Pla02, Pul08, Ric13b, Rob06, Roh96, Rom08, Row02, Row08, Rue00,
She04, Sic05, Sme03, Sme05, Smi02, Spi02, Sta05, Str04, Sup04, Tan09, Tel02,
Tor02, Tor03, Val02, Vei05, Vei15, Ver02, Vot08, Wal09a, War12, Weg08,
Wei09, Wü05, Wü07, d’E01, dCK05, dC02, vH07, vL03, vL05, Zuk05].
Books [Heu14]. Born [Rae09]. boson [MB15, Wel15, Wel18]. Boston
[Hal02, Nor03, Wal09a]. Bosstrom [Mey05]. Bothe [FK09]. bottom
[Cro13, Gui10]. bottom-up [Cro13, Gui10]. boundary [Mii08].
Bouwmeester [Duo03a]. box [Dah10, Mar17a]. Brading [Wü05].
Branches [Cun14]. Branching [PM07, Lew07, Mii07, WP09]. Brandeis
[vE14]. Breakdown [Hen98]. breaking [BH13, Bat05, Lan13, LE05].
Bremsstrahlen [Eck15]. Brief [Mos00, Enz02, Str04, Wea18]. Brigitte
[Fre09b, dCK05]. Bringing [Ric06]. Bristol [Cha02, Koz18, She04]. Britain
[Nav09, SG00]. British [Am09]. Broglin [Dic96, Hol93, Hol95]. broken
[Mat01b]. bucket [Jan12]. Building [Sch13, Emc07a, Emc07b]. burning
[Nor15]. bus [BM14]. Butterfield [Ano02b, Hol02]. by-products [RM15].
Byrne [Fre14].

C [Fle00b, Hol02, Mul09]. ca [Kra00, Ver16]. calculations [Sun10]. calculus
[Pit12]. California [Bro06, Lan02, Lan08, Mul04a]. Callender [Mau04].
Calling [Slo15]. Cambridge [BJ10, Bok10, Cor02, Deb03, Den96, Dic96,
Hau02, Hol02, Hum02, Kra06a, Lav12, Mau04, Mit02, Omn03, Pea05, Pla02,
Spi02, Tel02, Ver02, Vot08, Wü05, vL03, vL05, War98, War03]. Camilleri
[Bok10]. Can [Fei14, HS01, Hen14, Man09, Rob17, Uff95, Vas15, dM96].
cannot [Ber95, Dro17]. Canon [Nor00b]. canonical
[DJ90, GP14, Lac04, LE13, Thê12]. can’t [Gio16]. Cao [Mit02].
can’t [Ber95, Dro17]. Canon [Nor00b]. canonical
[Nor00b, Pla04, Sma10, Weg10]. cases [Fra17, Smi07].
Casimir [RZC99, Sim14]. Cassirer [Sta16]. Castellani [Rue00, Wütt05].
categorial [Réé14]. categories [LS97, Cor02]. Categorization [And96].
category [Cor17]. category-theoretic [Cor17]. Cathode [Mat01a].
Cathryn [Bro06]. cats [Bat03]. Causal
[Dic06, Eck06, Hol95, Ber08, DT13, HSV13, Hol93, Hud15, Sch15, SCS08].
Causality
[Hea14, Roh00, Rov04, Hen05, Hen13, Hoe14, HS15, RS12, Val14, VW14].
Causally [Sut08]. Causation
[Ber98b, Han02, AG18, Dow00, Pla04, Han08, PC07, Han02]. cause
[HS15, KR15]. causes [Smi07]. caustic [Bat97]. cautious [Fri05].
Caves [Sta11]. centenary [HV14, Jan06]. Centennial [Bro06, CH05]. Century
[Kra02a, War98, D’A00, GS06, Nor03, Slo13, Dar99, Hen98, Kra02b, Ram00,
Wil08, vs13, Pip02]. Cercignani [dC02]. certainty [CFS07, Sta11]. CFT
[Ric13a]. challenge [AG18, CS15, Kas14b, Lew13, Sal09]. Challenges
[Cari4, Per11]. Chamberlin [Fle00b]. champions [Lan06]. Chance
[Loc01, AB02, EH10, Hea14, Lav12, Sup04, Uff02]. chances [Win08]. Change
[CW00, Fle00b, Pit14, Bar15a, Cha95, Dah10, Gau14, Gri17, Kat13, dSO15].
Changes [Kra00]. Changing [Hug98]. Chaos
[BE97, WB98, BFK06, CL07, Zuc14]. characterising [WF15].
characterization [HS15]. characterizations [Hal04b]. Characterizing
[KR15]. charge [Bra02]. Charles [Str04, Nav09]. Chemical [Kra00].
Chemistry [Kar00, Kra00, Nye00, Ram00, SG00, Bis10, Hey10a].
Chicago [Dic02a, Mac07, Mar10, Mul04a, Sme05, Wütt07, vHell05, vL05].
choice [AB02, Sup04]. Christopher [BM02]. chromodynamics [Fre95].
Chuang [Cal04]. circa [Pre09a]. Circle [Lup03, Haug14]. circulation [Wea10].
Clarendon [Wei09]. clarification [Kox06]. Classes [Hen10a]. Classical
[BJ10, Bus02, Emc02, Mat07, MN08, Roh00, Rue00, Sch97, vL03, And15,
Atk07, Bäc08, Bai11, Bok04, Bok08, BRS03, CS15, Cas98, Cat08, Dar07,
Ear14, Fei15, Fri13b, FP16, JL09, Kav14, Lan98, Lan09a, Lee11, LR03, Mul04,
Pie10, Ros16, Rov04, SS07, Sch07, She04, Teh12, TT17, Wea14, Zin16].
classical/quantum [Zin16]. classically [Gin08a]. classification [Ban08].
Clauer [PW07]. Clauiser [OB13]. Clerk [Mit17]. clever [Bon95]. Clifton
[BH03]. Climate [Fle00b, Dah10, Gui10, Hey10b, Jan10, KDD12, Kat13,
Kat14, KP18, LW10, Par10b, Wea10, WG16]. Climates [Jan10].
clocks [Gal03, Gal04, Gio14, Slo15, Sta05, Wal14]. cloning [Teh12]. closed [Bok04].
closedness [KR15]. Cloth [Rom08, Emc02, Hätt05, Mac07, Man04, Rue00].
cluster [Cuf12]. cluster-state [Cuf12]. co [Sch08b]. co-discovery [Sch08b].
coarse [Rid02]. coarse-graining [Rid02]. coexistence [Myr02]. Coherence [Rid99, HW13b]. coin [Acu16]. coincidence [Gio13]. Collapse [BCG00, Ghi13, BC96, Gao13a, Hen10a, Lew05, McQ15, Mon04, Myr02, Par03]. Collected [Fre14, BB12]. Collimation [CD09]. colored [Gye17]. Colston [Koz18]. come [Wei18]. Commentary [Hen13, Rob15a, Rov04, Mer12, Oha12, Wea18]. commentary [BB12, Fre14]. Comments [May03, Nee10]. commercial [And10]. commodities [Jan10]. common [HSV13, HS15, KR15]. community [Del18]. commutativity [SB07]. Companion [Par10a, Ric08]. Company [Sme03]. Comparing [DTB17, Hen05]. compatibility [FlE95, Sch10a]. compatible [Hen14]. Complementarity [Bok17, Hal04a, Cam07, Cuf10, De 14, Kas05, Per13, Svo98, vDddH04]. Complex [Clo00, Kri01, SW00]. Complex-Systems [Kri01]. Complexity [Zuc18, Pit96, Smi07]. Component [Bai00]. composite [Bor12]. composition [Hea13, Smi07]. Compton [Bro02b, LRT99]. Computation [Bub01, Del01, Ben03, BEZ01, Mer03, SPL98, Duw03a]. computational [Mar17b, Pit96]. Computer [MB15, Cuf12, Gui10, Hey10b, Mcc05b, Ste03]. computing [LR03, She04]. contemplate [Dar15b]. Conceivable [Nor00b]. Conceiving [Gra10, Duw07]. Concept [vL03, Cor17, Gut99, Mcc05a, Pec02]. conception [Fre03, Fri11a, Gro07, Heb05, RS15]. Conceptions [Mon97, DFB12]. Concepts [Jam00, Mer97, CS15, Deb03, Mor00, Tor02]. Conceptual [Bur18, Cao99, Fri13b, Gua08a, Kra00, LS97, Bru16, JBP14, Pie10, Tim03, Wil08, Cor02, Mit02]. concerning [Hog97]. conclusion [dM96]. condensed [Bai13, Bai14]. condition [Fog07, Mil08]. conditions [Mil08, Wal06]. Confidence [RS17]. confirmation [Adl14, Kat03]. conflict [vS13]. conflicting [CR15]. conflicts [Cha95]. Confounding [Hen13]. Confusion [Kox06, Hii05a, Hii05b]. congruence [Bel13]. conjecture [Gao13a]. connection [LPSG07]. Connections [Gui10]. conscience [Hol02]. Consensus [Goo00, Jen00, Bro02a]. Conservation [Hoe00, Lan07, Bra02, Lar08a, Pit16b, Sch08b, Smi08, Weg10]. considered [RM15]. considered [Per08b]. consistency [Mil08, Uff95, Zuc13]. Consistent [Cao01, Gri02, Gri15, OS14, Gri13a, Kas04, OS15, Omm03]. conspiracy [HS17]. constant [Ear03, Pit06b, RZ02]. constants [Kat03]. constituents [Ghi13]. Constituting [Eve12]. Constitution [Hau08, PC07, Wil08]. constitutive [Eve15]. constraining [Seb16]. Constraint [Ano96c, Uff96a]. Constraints [HM18, Duw07]. Constructing [Seb16]. construction [Fol95, Hen97, Kar13, Sie18, Smi02]. constructive [Fri11b, Hag08, Van11]. consults [Pit96]. Contemporary [Fra15, Vel15, Sor12, CH01a, Fra17, GM07, GMV08, Jan00, Mau04, Ric08, Ric10, Tel97, Tor02]. content [Wal15]. Contents [Ano95a, Ano96b, Ano98i, Ano01b, Ano02a, Ano03a, Ano04a, Ano05g, Ano06e, Ano07f]. Context [Hal02, Bel96, Fog13, Hum02, PL17, PAAMH99]. Contexts [Par00]. contextuality [BK04, Her11]. contingency [Cus94, Hill97]. continuity
defending [Wal03b]. defense [Fri14, Har08, Nec10]. defining [De 14].
definition [Ban02, MO95, Pit06a]. definitions [Bel13]. degrees
[Bub07, Her13]. democracy [Cas17]. Demon
[LR03, She04, Pit96, Ben03, Bub01, EN98, EN99, Nor05, She99]. denials
[Thé12]. Denmark [Gro07]. Dennis [d'E01]. Dense
[Hen92]. density [Pit06b]. dependence [Fle11]. Derivation
[Flo08, BCM17, Mer11, Oha12, PW07]. derivatives [Sma10]. describable
[Giu08a]. described [Dro17]. describes [dM96]. Description
[BM01, Hen92]. descriptions [Men99]. deserve [Zah97]. d’Espagnat
[Sud02]. Did [Oha09, Leh14, Rét96, Wei18]. didn’t [Blu15]. Diesks
[d’E01]. Diese [Sud02]. differ [Bar15a, dSO15]. difference
[LP06, Sch18, Wil08]. different [And07, Ric17]. differential [Maw14].
difficulties [Mar17b, Uft06]. Diffusion [Spi02, Per98, Spi02]. digital
[Slo15]. dilemma [LE13, Squ96]. dimensional [Mit17]. dimensionality
[Cal05]. dimensions [FMSW18]. Dingle [Dot12, Hay10]. Dirac
[Bok04, Bue05, HB03, Pon05]. Direction [BM01, Arn04, Den96, Sav95]. Dis
[LP06]. Dis-solution [LP06]. Disappearance [Ori14]. disassembled
[Rob18]. discernibility [Big15]. Disciplines [Goo00]. disconfirm [Jon09].
discontents [BMU09]. discordant [Ric96]. Discovery
[Ara96, Par00, And96, De 06, FL15, Gea17, Kra12, Sch08b]. Discussion
[Ano99p, Ano99q, Ano99r, JBP14, Kra12]. disentanglement [Bar14, Val13].
dispensability [Bue05]. Dispersion [Che99, Wütt07, Kai05]. dispositions
[DE10]. Dissecting [Big15]. dissidents [Fre09a]. Distance
[Ber98a, Hoe14, Pie10]. distinction [Eve15]. distinguishability [Fri14].
Distinguishing [Hen13, RS12]. distributed [Mul04a]. distribution
[Blu15]. divergent [Cam07]. diversity [Mor02]. divide [Zin16]. Do [Bra14].
doctrine [CS15]. Documents [Lan08, Dör05b]. Does
[Akt06, Bar15a, Ber01, CS15, Gao13a, Giu14, McC15, Pri12, Val14, dSO15,
Dav03, Duw03b, Duw08, Jon09, Kas05, Mar06, Zah97]. dogma [Wea14].
Dolev [Bro07]. domain [Ros16]. domains [Bok17]. don’t [Bre97]. Dorato
[Rob06]. Dordrecht [Dor03, Hea03, Lop03, Nor03, Tor03, d’E01]. Dörries
[Lan08]. double [Hag07, Hok08]. double-slit [Hok08]. Doubts [Cha18].
Dowe [Hau02]. down [Cro13]. Dr. [Fle15]. Drawing [Jan09, Kai05, Wütt07].
dressed [BJ16]. drops [Bat05]. Dual [Ric17]. Dualities
[Pol17, dH17, CR17, Daw17, DTB17, Ric11]. Duality
[Cas17, Bok17, Cam06, DJ08, FK09, Ric13a, TT17, dH17]. Dummett
[BM97]. during [BBD17]. dust [Pit06b]. Dynamic [Smi95, Hen97, Smi02].
dynamical [Gio14, Lar07, McQ15, RS15, Wer13]. Dynamics [AA98, Gra00, AER02, Emc07a, Emc07b, Hen14, Jan09, MN08, Slo06, Tam12, Zuc18]. Dyson [Bro96, Sch94].

E. [KR02, Mac14]. Early [Hen98, Sch95, War98, Bor17, Bot14, Bra14, Dar15a, Gro12, HG12, Lac04, Li13, Pec12, Sma10, Sme14]. Earth [Clo00, Dah10, Jan10]. Eaters [Nor05]. Eclipse [Hud03, Alm09]. econometrics [Ber95]. Econophysics [Ric07]. Ed [Ano02b, Eis02, Mit02, Ver02, Wal09a, Den96, Rue00, Sme03]. Eds [Bro02a, Duw03a, Fre14, Hal02, Hau08, Hol02, Hum02, Lav12, Lup03, Mau04, NP12, Pec04, Ric10, She04, Sup04, Val02, Wei09, Wui05, Del01, d’E01].

Editors [Bro06, Bro07, Fra04, H¨at05, Mor05, Par10a, Sme05, dCK05]. Edward [RK02]. effect [AG18, Bai16, Bro12b, DJ14, Ear11, Kra12, Mat07, RZC99, Sim14, DR03]. Effective [Har01, Kno13, Cas02, Cro13]. effectiveness [Gin16, HP04]. effects [Bos02, Led15, Mei05]. eigenstate [Gil16]. eigenvalue [Gil16].

Eigner [NP12]. Einselection [Kas14a]. Einstein [Gor02, Hen92, Oha12, Smi02, BV02, Bel96, BRS03, Dar00, EE99, Flo98, FP16, Gal03, Gal04, Gio14, Gio16, GS06, Gor02, Hsg08, Hen97, HG06, Isa07, JAvWE95, Jam99, Jam02, Jan06, Jan12, Ken05, Kox06, Lan06, Leh14, Mer11, Nor00b, Nor06, Oha09, Pit16a, Pit16b, PL17, RBW15, Row08, RR06, Sau07, Sta08, Ste98, Tam12, Uff06, Wei18, vD02, vD10, Har02a, Mar10, Pec04, Sta05, Weg08].


Emergence [Bai16, DT13, DvDdH15, Lan13, Mat13, Pea17, Per13, Bai13, BJ16, Bor09, Cal07, Cas02, Cro18, HW13a, Kar13, LE13, LP15, Ori14, Ric13a, Teh13].
Extending [JBP14]. extension [JK11]. extensive [Mar17b]. Extragalactic [BJ00].

F [Cor02, Den96, Hen92]. Fabric [Whi01]. Facets [Réd01]. fact [Gra14]. factorizability [LLB13]. factors [BFL12a]. facts [Con12]. fail [Le 09, Mar06]. Failure [Yon10]. Falkenburg [dCK05, Fre09b]. Falling [Bat03]. false [Ear06]. families [Sch08b]. far [De 06]. far-reaching [De 06]. fate [Ear03, Fra08, Hag09]. favors [SCS08]. February [Ano03g]. Ferris [Sme03]. Feynman [Bro96, Wüt07, Gal98, Gro12, Kai05, Sch94]. Field [CH01b, Die01b, Har01, Mit02, Adl04, AER02, Bai05, Bai11, Ber18a, Big18, BJ16, Bla17, Cao99, Cas02, Cro13, Fra04, Fra08, Fra11, Gia14, Hea14, HSV13, KLV02, Pit14, RV10, Roh96, Ros13, Sch10a, Sch10b, SM11, Tel95, Tel97, Val13, Wal11]. Fields [Any01, Dar99, Ear14, Fle11, Mat07, Pol17, Seb18].

H [Bro02a, Cor02, Hal02]. half [DP16]. half-integral [DP16]. Hall [Bai16, LP15, Led15]. Hamiltonian [BFK06, FLG18, LC08, LCA10, Pit14]. hands [HS17]. Hanneke [UDvLS08, Uff11]. Hans [Vel15, Fra15, PAAMH99]. Hard mid [Sup04, OF00]. Hardback [Esf07, Kra06a, NP12, Per08a, Wei09, Ano02b, Cal04, Den96, Di96, Eis02, Gor02, Hal02, Hol02, Mit02, Pla02, Pul08, Ric10, Rob06, Val02, Ver02, Witt05, dC02, vL03, Vot08, Deb03]. hardbound [Mor05]. Hardcover [Bek06, Bro07, Lar08b, Sme05, Tan09, Lan09a, Mas07, Mei05, Pea05, vH07]. Hardy [Dar15b]. Harré [Mor05]. Hartree [Mar17b]. Harvey [She04]. Hawking [Sme03]. HB [Fre14, War12]. hbk [Cor02, Tel02, Han02, Lan02]. Heat [Kox06]. Hebor [Gro07]. Hegemony [Cus94, Hill97]. Hegerfeldt [DR03]. Heidelberg [Bro07, Fre09b]. Heinrich [Pul08, Lütt05]. Heisenberg [BC09, BJLR17, Bok04, Bok10, Cam06, Cam07, Cam09a, Dör05b, Lan02, Lan08, Tan04, Wol14]. Helge [Bro02a, Pip02, Bal98]. helium [Gea17]. Helmholz [Ber18b, Cam05]. Henk [NP12]. Henri [Dar95, HV14]. Henry
induce [Gao13a]. induced [CL04, De 06]. Induction [Hau02, PL17].
Industrial [Clo00]. industry [And10]. inequality [HSV13, PW07].
inequivalence [BH13, Fre12]. inertia [AC10]. inertial [Dey18, LP06].
inferential [RS15]. Infinite [Bat05, Ard18]. inflation [McC05a, McC15].
Inflationary [McC18a]. Influence [Sch08a]. influences [Mac14].
Information [Bal05, Bek01, Gar02, Ano02e, Ano03c, Ano03d, Ano03f, Ano04b, Ano04c, Ano04d, Ano04e, Ano05a, Ano05b, Ano05c, Ano05d, Ano06a, Ano06b, Ano06c, Ano06d, Ano07a, Ano07b, Ano07c, Ano07d, Ano08a, Ano08b, Ano08c, Ano08d, Ano09a, Ano09b, Ano09c, Ano09d, Ano10a, Ano10b, Ano10c, Ano10d, Ano11a, Ano11b, Ano11c, Ano12a, Ano12b, Ano12c, Ano12d, Ano13a, Ano13b, Ano13c, Ano14a, Ano14b, Ano14c, Ano15a, Ano15b, Ano15c, Ano15d, Ano15e, Ano16a, Ano16b, Ano16c, Ano16d, Ano17a, Ano17b, Ano17c, Ano17d, Bar03, BEZ01, Duw03a, Duw03b, Duw07, Duw08, For07, Hag07, Hal04b, LPS08, LS02, LR03, LHV16, She04, SPL98, Tim03, Del01].
information-theoretic [Duw07, Hal04b, LPS08]. infrared [Blu15].
infraservice [Sch13]. Inherent [Mor09]. initial [Mil08, Wal06].
innovation [Ver02, Zim00]. inquiry [GS96]. insecure [Li13]. insidiously [Mul09].
Insolubility [BS96]. inspiration [Zuc14]. instance [Zuc14].
instantaneous [Arn03, Smi03b]. instead [Réd96]. Institute
[Cha02, Lup03, She04]. institutional [Hen92]. institutionellen [Hen92].
Instrumental [Che99]. instruments [Bia06, vH07]. insufficient [AG18].
Insuperable [Uff06]. integrability [CL07]. integral [DP16]. Intelligibility
[dR01]. Inter [Cro18, Bur18]. Inter-theory [Cro18, Bur18]. interactions
[Fra08, GM07, GMV08, Ric10]. interdisciplinary [AB02, Sup04]. interface
[Sch10a, Sch10b]. interference [Hok08]. Internal [Cha95, Kan03, Kan04].
interplay [FF97]. Interpretation
[Bok10, Dic96, Fre14, Gre01, Hol95, Mos00, Ros16, RZC99, d’E01, Adl14, And08, Bai05, Bel97a, BH93, But15, Cal07, Cam09b, Cam09a, Cau15, Con12, Cun14, DV08, BB12, FLG18, GGPP11, Hol93, Kas08, Kas10, LC08, LCA10, Mar15, McC04, McC05a, McC18b, Mil14, PK08, Per02, Per06, Per08a, Pie10, Rob17, SJAG06, Thé12, Ver96, Ver99a, Wal02, Wal03b, Pla02].
Interpretations [BCG00, Ver99b, vL01, BH96, Ber08, BC96, Die07, Hen10a, Pec12, PT18, SCS08, Wal09a]. interpreted [CD09]. Interpreting
[Ber01, Cas98, Joh07, Lew05, Ric05b, Roh96, dRFD14, Rue00]. Interpretive
[Li13, Roh96, Kos13, Tei95, Van14]. Intersubjective [Hen98]. intertexture
[Hen97, Smi02]. interwar [Sch13]. intrinsic [Ber18a]. Intrinsicly [Rue04].
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